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Abstract

InterText is a flexible manager and editor for alignment of parallel texts aimed both at individual and collaborative creation of parallel corpora of any size or translational memories. It is available in two versions: as a multi-user server application with a web-based interface and as a native desktop application for personal use. Both versions are able to cooperate with each other. InterText can process plain text or custom XML documents, deploy existing automatic aligners and provide a comfortable interface for manual post-alignment correction of both the alignment and the text contents and segmentation of the documents. One language version may be aligned with several other versions (using stand-off alignment) and the application ensures consistency between them. The server version supports different user levels and privileges and it can also track changes made to the texts for easier supervision. It also allows for batch import, alignment and export and can be connected to other tools and scripts for better integration in a more complex project workflow.
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1. What is InterText?

InterText is a post-alignment editor for aligned parallel texts and a user interface to existing automatic aligners Hmalign (Varga et al., 2005) and TCA2\(^1\) (Hofland, 1996; Hofland and Johansson, 1998; Vondřička, 2010).

InterText has been developed for the project InterCorp (Cermák and Rosen, 2012; Rosen and Vavřín, 2012; Křen et al., 2011), a project of translational parallel corpora including more than 30 languages, where nearly 200 external partners cooperate on collecting and aligning thousands of texts for the main, high-quality core of the parallel corpus requiring manual verification. But the tool has been developed with flexibility in mind and thus it can be used for several other purposes, including small personal projects or creation of translational databases. It has already been used in several other research projects world-wide, providing useful feedback.

The name InterText today refers to two slightly different and fully independent software applications: a server based text management system with web-based editor interface, called InterText server, and a newly developed stand-alone personal desktop application called InterText editor. Both applications are also able to cooperate with each other, if required. They are both publicly available as open-source software and include a detailed documentation.

2. The need for a new tool

The extraordinary extend of the InterCorp project – both in the number of texts, languages and participants – puts extraordinary demands on its management and therefore on software tools as well. Scalability and robustness are among the most self-evident, but unfortunately not the most common qualities of existing tools. From the beginning, the workflow in the project has suffered from technical issues arising from deficiencies of the technically obsolete aligner tool ParaConc (Barlow, 1992), especially when combined with limited technical skills of the collaborators, who are mostly linguists or translation scholars. Although ParaConc offers additional value as a concordancer, it cannot treat Unicode and XML files correctly. In addition, it cannot generate stand-off alignment\(^2\) and is limited to the MS Windows platform only. The need for the use of stand-off alignment became quickly evident, as well as the need for separation of the editors from the technical aspects of dealing with XML files directly. At this stage, the texts were exposed to unexpected corruptions leading to complications with batch-processing and automatization of the subsequent processes (tagging and conversion into the internal format of the corpus search engine).

No other equivalent tool has been found, except for the TCA2 aligner. But TCA2 did not receive much attention from the InterCorp team, because it is an interactive aligner with relatively slow processing of texts with long sentences. The idea of manual post-alignment corrections (as known from ParaConc) seemed more user-friendly and effective. In addition, TCA2 did not address another important deficiency of ParaConc: no possibility to fix typos or other defects in the texts, being still frequently discovered in this late phase of text processing.

Development of InterText helped to solve all the mentioned problems. Now, the external collaborators only deliver proof-read texts to the project’s technical administrator, who proceeds with automatic segmentation of the text into sentences and imports it into InterText. InterText runs an automatic aligner and makes the aligned pair of texts available to the external editor through the user interface for manual verification of the alignment and for further corrections (see

\(^1\) A modified command-line version of TCA2 is required.

\(^2\) Stand-off alignment is stored separately from the original text files, in a third file containing only the list of identifiers of sentences from the two texts paired together into semantically corresponding groups (segments of alignment). This is especially useful if one text version is aligned to several other versions, since different alignments may often need different granularity.
The system ensures text and alignment consistency and keeps a log of all changes made to the text, so that they can be checked and possibly reverted in case of editor’s misunderstanding of the process or project standards. *InterText* is also able to keep consistency across several independent alignments of one and the same text, when the editor changes segmentation of the text (in case a wrong segmentation into sentences is discovered). The manual alignment in project *InterCorp* is limited to the level of sentences, but *InterText* is able to align texts on any level. However, the alignment is always limited to one level only and currently – for practical reasons\(^5\) – to linear alignment.

3. **InterText server**

*InterText* has been first developed as a web-based tool running in PHP on top of a MySQL database on a central server. Therefore it is called *InterText (web) server*, now. It was connected to a previously existing bibliographical database, it is not part of the public distribution. *InterText* is able to make use of three levels of users: project administrators, sub-project (e.g. language) coordinators (supervisors), and editors, and it can limit their access privileges in an appropriate way. But the behaviour of *InterText* can be configured beyond the specifics of the project *InterCorp* in quite many aspects. For example, *InterText* is able to create and edit arbitrary alignments between different language versions of one text, while project *InterCorp* is currently aligning all language versions of one text, while project *InterCorp* is currently aligning all language versions of one text, and make the alignable text contents\(^6\) available to the selected editor and supervisor for corrections and editing. The automatic aligner can later be (re)applied again to just a part of the alignment, if necessary.\(^8\)

\(^3\)The scheme does not show a separate bibliographical database, where all metadata about the texts are stored and retrieved again for the resulting corpus.

\(^4\)Cross-alignment (or out-of-order alignment) of elements does not pose a technical problem for the architecture of *InterText*, but it would put a strain both on the usability of the user interface and the usability of the resulting alignment, which would not be acceptable for most other currently used corpus tools.

\(^5\)Web browsers still may have difficulties displaying punctuation correctly in right-to-left scripts.

\(^6\)Currently *hunalign* or TCA2. Both aligners may be installed with several configurations (depending on languages aligned) which may be chosen ad-hoc by the user of *InterText* in the form of “profiles”.

\(^7\)The user can define which XML elements contain alignable text units (for each XML file separately).

\(^8\)For example, when one of the versions is missing a large part of the text, the automatic aligner is confused and the rest of the resulting alignment is very difficult to fix manually. In such case, the editor can manually mark the gap and let the automatic aligner to re-align the rest of the texts much more reliably.
ratio 1:1 – those are the segments containing most errors from the automatic alignment. Segments can also be visually (book)marked for later revision (e.g. by the supervisor).

The system can automatically follow the verification process as the editor is progressively checking and fixing the alignment: when any change is done to the alignment, InterText can automatically change the status of all preceding segments to “manually verified” (or “confirmed”), and so the editor can anytime stop his work and later easily find the place where his job was interrupted.

The editor may (if permitted by his supervisor or administrator) open the contents of the single text elements and edit them. It is also possible to split or merge the sentences. All changes to the text contents are tracked and for each sentence a change-log is available for later revision, showing who and when did a change to the contents (see figure 3). This is especially important for larger projects where several editors may change a text (language) version taking part in several alignments (commonly the “pivot version”).

InterText also cares for parent elements (“containers”) of the alignable text elements: it means that when aligning sentences in a standard text, the user can see also where paragraphs start, and the paragraphs can also be split or merged if necessary.

A basic search functionality is available as well. It can be used to search both for text, sentences by their identifier, changed (edited) sentences and for special types of segments in the alignment.\(^9\) Regular expressions are also supported in the text search.

For the purpose of text and alignment management, InterText also keeps track of the status of each alignment: it can be “open” for changes or reserved by a “remote editor” (see below), it can be marked as “finished” when ready for the inclusion into the final corpus, or it can be “closed” by the administrator (or “blocked” for some other reason). External scripts (or “triggers”) can be automatically run when the status of some alignment is changed by a user and they may also check and decide whether the text or alignment fulfills some particular formal criteria and whether its status really can be changed. The triggers may also initiate financial clearing of the finished job and eventually start further processing of the texts – export, tagging, conversion to the final format or even automatic inclusion into the corpus repository.

An additional set of command-line scripts is available for external control (scripting) and especially for easy batch import and export of texts and their alignments. While the PHP scripts cannot be used as any kind of library in third-party applications, they can be easily run from command-line or from other scripts or applications in order to automatically trigger actions such as import or export of texts or creating initial automatic alignments between imported language versions.

**InterText editor** is provided with a thorough user-guide (in English and Czech) in the form of an integrated web page.

### 4. InterText editor

The personal desktop application InterText editor has been lately developed both as an external editor for InterText server, overcoming the limitations of an on-line, web-based editor, and as an independent, standalone alignment editor for purely personal projects. It implements most of the functionality of InterText server, except for the user-level and permission system, the command line scripts and the log of changes. On the other hand, it offers more comfortable and faster operation using both mouse and keyboard, undo and redo functionality and full search and replace capability. It also allows for a more detailed customization of the interface. It uses the Qt framework and it is thus available for most common platforms:\(^9\) MacOS X, Linux (and other POSIX systems) and MS Windows.

\[\text{\textcopyright 1877}\]

---

\(^9\) Segments with missing text in one or the other version (n:0 or 0:n) or non-trivial segments (other than 1:1).
changes to the text contents may still be done on the server (e.g. when the same text is part of some other alignment) – such changes are tracked and may be synchronized with the local copy in InterText editor. In that way, the remote user can stay informed about possible changes in the text resulting from other people’s work, and both the text and the alignment can be worked on when off-line. The result (or its current state) may be submitted back to the server anytime when the remote user gets on-line, until the alignment is finally released from the remote application.

As already mentioned, InterText editor is also targeted at individual use by linguists with limited technical skills and without any need to install InterText server and to run a large centralized project with multiple users. It can thus import plain text files or unsegmented XML documents and apply a basic rule-based (fully configurable, see figure 6) sentence splitter on them. It can also import newline-aligned plain text files. Export of texts is fully customizable by the user and predefined configurations include export of new-line aligned texts, ParaConc semi-XML files and basic TMX files.

The application can also compute direct alignment between two language versions of one text that are already indirectly aligned via a third common language version. InterText editor is provided with a comprehensive user-guide (in English) in PDF, explaining also the most important basic principles of text alignment and common caveats for inexperienced editors.

5. Aims of further development

Both versions of InterText are being continuously improved and extended within the InterCorp project. The goal is to further improve the usability, flexibility, scalability and robustness (especially of the personal application InterText editor), in order to make it more and more user-friendly and useful both within the InterCorp project and for as many other similar purposes as possible, beyond the demands of the project itself. The tool is meant to generally help linguists and translation scholars (or translators) with various tasks related to alignment of texts, which are otherwise difficult without deeper technical skills. However, no application can offer both full flexibility and simplicity at the same time. Therefore, the user may often be in need to adapt various aspects of the software by means of configuring it for his own particular purpose. Improving configurability and a detailed documentation is thus also a priority.

Of course, InterText cannot solve all problems of complex document processing: it cannot replace fully-fledged text editors nor complex XML editors. It cannot solve e.g. the confusion based on the existence of different historical text encodings and formats used in computers for different text documents in different languages. It does not try to reinvent the automatic aligners or other existing sophisticated tools, but it wants to provide a friendlier user interface to these tools for technically unskilled users. It also wants to integrate the different tools related to the creation of parallel texts and corpora.

At the moment, InterText editor can directly process plain text files or simple XML-like fragments (e.g. text with HTML markup). Obviously, some simple integrated conversion tool for common document formats (OpenDocu-
ment. Office Open XML, etc.) might be desirable for personal use as well. The output from InterText can be (in many cases) directly used by the ParaConc concordancer tool or by CAT or machine translation tools supporting TMX files (see above). A more straightforward connection to some other concordance tool or even a corpus search engine might be desirable, but at the moment there are no commonly used systems generic enough for this task, which could be easily deployed by unskilled desktop users. In addition, further processing by taggers and lemmatizers would also be desirable in most cases, which is a highly language and task dependent job and cannot easily be generalized. The question of interoperability with other downstream tools must therefore stay open until such tools – with a comparable level of user-friendliness – are available.

An important feature of both InterText applications is their scalability. At the moment, there are already several thousands of texts and alignments currently available in the InterText server database of the project InterCorp. The texts include also huge novels of several hundreds of pages (in print), having tens of thousands of aligned sentences. Yet the applications must stay reasonably fast and responsible in all cases. Currently they can keep up, but small optimizations are still being worked on. Because collaborative work and desire for high-quality output are main features of the project InterCorp, further support in this field may be desirable, such as a possibility to add notes and comments to the alignment or to the individual texts. While it would be extremely difficult to make InterText work as a universal XML editor to access all arbitrary metadata stored in the documents (beside of the text contents) for different projects, limited access to some particular attributes – such as editor’s notes or comments – might be sufficient at this stage of work.

The need to cooperate with several dozens of paid external editors – often students – implies also the need for monitoring their activities and time spent on the process of alignment verification of different texts. For this purpose, InterText server is already able to log all activities in the system, but at the moment, there is no analytical tool or even visualization of the data available in InterText. The project management is still considering the possibilities to evaluate this data and project the results into more rightful financial rewards for work on texts with different level of difficulty and time requirements.

InterText is also being explored and tested by several individuals as well as university projects around the world for different purposes and we are trying to provide support for their specific needs as much as possible.

6. Availability and license

Both InterText server and InterText editor are available under the GNU General Public License v3 from the author’s web page http://wanthalf.saga.cz/intertext/ or via the website of the ICNC at http://ucnk.ff.cuni.cz.
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